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Heading of judgment in original suit/ case

In the original court of the Munsiff No.2, Kamrup

Present: Shivani Handique, AJS

Friday the 13th Day of Sep’2013

TITLE SUIT NO.   360 OF 2009  

1. M/S Mech Technik

Plaintiffs

Versus

On the death of  late Mihir Kr. Bordoloi his  legal heirs 
1. (a)  Smti Kamalini Bordoloi

1 (b)  Nibir Bordoloi
1 (c) Abir Bordoloi

1 (d)  Smti Pranati Bordoloi
2. Lower Assam Electricity Distribution Company Ltd.

3. Smti Bula Ayenger

Defendants

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 26-8-13 in the presence of 
–

Mr. Mrinal Sarma                                         Advocate for the plaintiff; 

Mr. G. Misra                                                  Advocate   for the defendant,

and having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the 
following judgment-
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JUDGMENT

T.S. 360/09

1. This is a suit for declaration and permanent injunction. The plaintiff’s 

case  in  brief  is  that  the   plaintiff  is  a  sole  proprietorship  concern 

having its  office of at G.M. Bordoloi Road, Guwahati -3( on the first 

floor of the R.C.C. Building bearing Guawati Municipal Corporation 

Holding No. 38 in the ward no. 27. The plaintiff  has taken the above 

premises measuring 965 Sq. Ft.  on rent from then landlord, Dr. Prabir 

Kr. Bordoloi on 15th  December, 1974. The rent was fixed at Rs.550 

and the plaintiff  paid Rs. 275/ as half months rent from the period 

from 15-12-1974 to the period 31-12-1974 , vide cheque to the then 

landlord Dr.P.K.Bordoloi along with a forwarding letter. Since then 

plaintiff  is  paying rent  regularly.  Subsequently the defendant  no.  1 

became the owner and proprietor of the above mentioned premises 

and  plaintiff  continued  to  pay  the  rent  to  the  defendant  no.1  by 

cheques, the receipts of which were acknowledged by the defendant 

no. 1. Though initially the rent was paid on monthly basis, later on the 

mode of payment changed and the defendant no. 1 accepted  rent for 

2/3/4 months at a time.  Though initially entire premises was taken on 

rent by the plaintiff alone, subsequently, schedule  A  was subdivided 

and the portion described in schedule B comprising 579 Sq. Ft. was 

leased  to  the  plaintiff  and  remaining  portion  of  386  Sq.  Ft  was 

separately leased out to another person. After bifurcation the plaintiffs 

rent was fixed at Rs.500/ and after enhancement lastly the monthly 

rent was fixed at Rs 874/-, which the plaintiff is paying regularly. The 

last accepted cheque by the defendant is for the month of May, 2009 

which was paid by the plaintiff  vide cheque no.  16.06.09.  Though 

plaintiff  has  offered  the  rent  for  the  month  of  June,2009  to  the 

defendant vide cheque no.007300 dated 02.07.09, drawn on UBI for 

the sum of Rs 874/, the defendant has  refused to accept the same. 

Thus finding no other alternative plaintiff has deposited the rent for 

the month of June 2009 in court under section 5(4) of the Urban Areas 

Rent Control Act, 1972.  The plaintiff similarly paid in the court the 
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rent for the month of July’09 also . Plaintiff   also used to pay the 

electricity bill of the suit premise , to the defendant No. 2(The Assam 

Electricity Board) . As per prevailing practice the plaintiff has sent the 

payment of electricity bills dated 06.04.09 for an amount of Rs. 3712 

and dated 07.05.09 for an amount of Rs .4050 vide cheque no.007293 

dated 16.06.09. but the defendant no.2 declined to accept the same 

without giving any reason,  under the influence of  defendant  no.1 . 

Thereafter,  the   Defendant  No  2  on  01.07.09  disconnected  the 

electricity connection from the suit premises. Thereafter vide letter of 

Ref  No.  Mt/40/pt  dated  30.06.09  informed  the  defendant  no.  1 

regarding electricity disconnection and also requested to take step for 

restoration of electricity connection. But defendant No.1 has not taken 

any step in this regard, rather defendant No.1 continued to disconnect 

the electricity and water supply  to the plaintiff.

2. Thereafter, suddenly, on 07.08.09 during night time the defendant no 

1. broke the lock used by the plaintiff  in the entrance and locked the 

entrance door with their own lock. The Plaintiff represented by Mr. 

Ruben Ramesh Choudhury has requested the defendant to unlock the 

entrance lock but  defendant  refused to  do the same and asked the 

plaintiff to vacate the suit premises. The entrance is same for both the 

plaintiff and the other leased premises leased to M/S Mech Technik 

(India) Ltd, the said tenant has also suffered similarly and is unable to 

operate  their  business  from  the  premise.  Thus  the  plaintiff  has 

sustained huge loss and suffering and therefore has filed this suit for 

declaration and permanent as well as mandatory injunction.

3. The  defendant  no.1  contested  the  suit  by  filing  written  statement, 

taking various pleas such as, non maintainability of the suit, lack of 

cause of action for the suit , the suit is barred by limitation, the suit is 

bad  for  non  -  joinder  of  necessary  parties,  the  suit  is  collusive  , 

vexatious  etc.  The story of the defendant no.1 is  that plaintiff  as 

tenant never took the tenanted room from Dr. P.K. Bordoloi , who is 

the brother of defendant no. 1. Dr. P.K.Bordoloi in absence of present 

defendant has rented out the tenanted room to their close friend Sri 

Ramesh Choudhury verbally. The original letter dated 11/01/75 was 

actually  submitted  by  Ramesh  Choudhury  to  Dr.  Prabir  Kumar 
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Bordoloi , which  is interpolated by the plaintiff by putting the seal. It 

is contended that the tenancy being a monthly tenancy, tenant Ramesh 

Choudhury had to pay the rent monthly, but Sri Ramesh Choudhury 

neither paid the house rent regularly by himself nor paid through his 

agent.  According to  him,  the  plaintiff  was  irregular  in  payment  of 

electricity dues to the electricity board and that the plaintiff is a rank 

defaulter in the eye of  law and electricity lines has been disconnected 

by the board  only  for  nonpayment  of  electricity  dues.  He  further 

contended that he has transferred the suit premises to defendant no. 3 

and knowing the fact of transfer all other tenants except the plaintiff 

has  vacated  the  tenanted  premises.  He denied  to  have   locked the 

entrance  on  07/08/09  as  much  prior  to  that  the  defendant  no.1 

transferred  the  said  property  by  way  of  sale.  According  to  the 

defendant  the  Plaintiff  has  not  incurred  any financial  loss  because 

plaintiff has established his office at Bamunimaidan long back .

4. Defendant no.3 has contested the suit by filing written statement cum 

counter  -  claim.  Defendant  no.3 also  contested  the  suit  on various 

ground  like  non  maintainability  of  the  suit,  bar  of  limitation,  non 

-joinder of  parties etc. The brief story of the defendant no. 3 is that 

she  has  purchased  the  suit  property  from  defendant  no.1  by  a 

registered  Deed  bearing  no.  4347  dated  20/04/09  and  those  facts 

mentioned by the plaintiff are prior to the purchase of the land and 

building by the defendant no.3 and as such she does not have anything 

to say about the facts.  According to her when she purchased the land 

there was no electricity connection and she had not seen functioning 

of the office of the plaintiff   at any point of time.  At the time of 

purchase there was one tenant under the name M/S S M Computer 

Consultant  Pvt.  Ltd.  and another  tenant  Ramesh  Choudhury.  Upon 

request by the defendant no.3 M/S S M Computer Consultant willfully 

vacated the premises but Ramesh Choudhury has not vacated the suit 

tenanted premises. The defendant contends that the  plaintiff firm is 

neither the tenant of the original owner defendant no.1 nor the tenant 

of the answering defendant.  It is further contended that a notice of 

attornment was issued by her  to Ramesh Choudhury, but he never 

tried to contact her. She also contended that the   plaintiff is a stranger 
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to the defendant no.3 and is liable to evicted from the suit premises. 

Defendant no.3 as such prayed for declaration of his ownership and 

possession over the suit property  and also prayed for eviction of the 

plaintiff and permanent injunction.   

5.  The suit proceeded ex-parte against defendant no. 2.  

6. The plaintiff filed written statement against the counter-claim stating 

that they came to know about the alleged purchase of the suit building 

by defendant no. 3 only when  defendant no. 1 filed a copy of the sale 

deed in this court. According to the plaintiff, when the defendant no. 1 

refused to accept the rent they have been  depositing rent in the court 

and after came to know about the purchase of the suit premises by 

defendant  no.  3.  It  is  contended  that  the  defendant  no.3  has  also 

declined to accept the rent so the rent is being deposited in the court. 

The plaintiff denied to have received the notice of attornment.  The 

plaintiff  also  denied  that  it  was  Ramesh  Choudhury  who took the 

premises  on  rent.  Hence  the  plaintiff  prayed  for  dismissal  of  the 

counter-claim. 

7. During pendency of the suit the defendant no. 1 expired and his legal 

heirs were substituted in his place. The substituted defendants adopted 

the written statement filed by deceased defendant no. 1.

8. The  following  issues  were  framed  in  this  suit  by  my  learned 

predecessor: 

ISSUES

1. Whether there is any cause of action for filing this suit?

2. Whether there is any cause of action for filing the counter - claim?

3. Whether plaintiff is a tenant under the defendants?

4. Whether  there  exist  any  landlord-tenant  relationship  between  

plaintiff and defendant no.3?

5. Whether the plaintiff is a trespasser?

6. Whether the defendant no. 3 is the owner of the suit land ?

7. Whether plaintiff is liable to be evicted from the suit premises?

8. To what relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to ?
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However, after perusal of the pleadings on both the sides I deem it fit 

to reframe issue no. 3 and 4 into one single issue as follows:

 Amended Issue no. 3 

Whether the plaintiff was a tenant under the defendant no. 1 earlier  

and  if  there  exists  lawful  tenancy  between  the  plaintiff  and  

defendant no. 3 at present ? 

So the  suit  will  now be  decided  on  the  following  issues  after  the 

amendment of issues: 

ISSUES

1. Whether there is any cause of action for filing this suit?

2. Whether  there  is  any  cause  of  action  for  filing  the  counter  -  

claim?

3. Whether  the  plaintiff  was  a  tenant  under  the  defendant  no.  1  

earlier and if there exists lawful tenancy between the plaintiff and  

defendant no. 3 at present ? 

4. Whether the plaintiff is a trespasser?

5. Whether the defendant no. 3 is the owner of the suit land ?

6. Whether plaintiff is liable to be evicted from the suit premises?

7. To what relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to ?

 

Decisions and reasons thereof

9. Both the parties have filed several documents. 

List of documents filed by the  plaintiff: 

1. EXHIBIT A ..  letter dated 11.01.75 forwarding the cheque.

2. EXIHIBIT B . money receipt for the month of May ,2009.

3. EXIHIBIT C .. challans.

4. EXIHIBIT D ..electricity bill dated 06.04.09

5. EXIHIBIT E .. electricity bill dated 07.05.09

6. EXIHIBIT F ..letter dated 30.06.09 along with the postal receipt.

7. EXIHIBIT G .. money receipt 

8. EXHIBIT H.. money receipt

9.  EXIHIBIT I..   Money receipt

10.EXIHIBIT J.. Account statement dated 31.10.08
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11. EXIHIBIT H.. Account statement dated 28.02.2009.

12. EXIBIT L ..Account statement dated 15.05.2009.

 

List of  Document by the defendant side:

   1. EXIHIBIT 1.. Deed of sale dated 20.04.09

   2. EXIHIBIT 2.. Notice of attornment dated 04.09.2009 alongwith 

acknowledgement card.
                                                          
 The plaintiff examined 3 witnesses and the defendant side examined 

2 witnesses.                                        

Decision on issue no 1.

10. The term cause of action implies a bundle of facts. The plaintiff has 

alleged that the defendants have obstructed in its peaceful possession 

of tenanted premises by disconnecting electricity and water supply, 

and  also  by  locking  the  entrance  door  of  the  suit  premises.  The 

defendants  have  specifically  denied  the  claim  of  the  plaintiff. 

Defendant no.1 denied the allegation by saying he has is no longer a 

landlord and defendant no. 3 has denied that she has no any tenant by 

the  said  name.   As  there  is  specific  allegation  on one  part  of  the 

plaintiff and specific denial of the same by the defendants, there is 

certainly cause  of action for the suit 

     Issue no.1 is decided in affirmative.

Decision on  issue no.2

11. The defendant no. 3 has put up a  counter -claim against plaintiff. The 

counter – claimant states that  she has purchased the suit property and 

she does not have any tenant in the name of M/S Mech Technik and 

the plaintiff is a mere is trespasser in her building. On the other hand 

the  opposite  party/  plaintiff  (M/S  Mech  Technik)  claims  to  be  in 

possession  of  the  suit  premises  as  a  tenant.  As  there  is  specific 

assertion on the part of the counter - claimant and denial of the same 

by the opposite party, there seems to be a cause of action for counter- 

claim.
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     Issue no.2 is decided in affirmative. 

Decision as to issue no.3

12. The plaintiff has averred  that  there is landlord tenant relationship 

between the plaintiff  and the defendant  no.1 since 15th  December 

1974. P.W 1 Minati Choudhury in her examination-in-chief deposed 

that  she  is  the  sole  proprietor  of  the  plaintiff  firm which  was  the 

lawful  tenant  under  the  then  landlord  Dr.  Pradip  Kr.  Bordoloi  as 

appears from the  forwarding letter dtd 11.1.75 ( and that  they are 

paying  the  rent  regularly.  Exhibit   A  is  the  letter  dated  11.01.75 

forwarding the cheque and the last payment  was made to defendant 

no.1  on  May  2009  vide  Ext.  B.  According  to  her,  the  plaintiff  is 

depositing the money in court because defendant no. 1 has refused to 

accept the same. 

13.     During her cross examination PW1 stated that she had taken the 

house  on rent  from defendant  no.  1  in  1972,  but  this  statement  is 

contradictory to the pleadings. She stated that Ext. A was written by 

her husband to Dr. P.K. Bordoloi, but she denied that  the letter was 

interpolated  by  inserting  the  seal  of  M/S  Mech  Technik  later  on. 

However, she admitted that there is difference of lining space in the 

letter.  She denied her knowledge if there is any tenancy agreement 

with M/S Mech Technik. Further, PW1 admitted to have filed the suit 

after receipt of the notice from defendant no. 3. But she stated that she 

does not acknowledge defendant no. 3 as the landlady. She also stated 

that she never tried to meet defendant no. 3 and the rent is still paid in 

the name of defendant no. 1. PW1 has no knowledge as to why the 

electricity connection was cut off or who disconnected the entrance 

gate. 

14.  PW2 Ruben Ramesh Choudhury deposed in his evidence on affidavit 

that the plaintiff firm is the tenant of defendant no. 1 and had been 

paying rent regularly to him. But as he refused to accept the rent for 

the month  of  June 2009 that  is  why the rent  was deposited  in  the 

court. According to him no intimation was given to the plaintiff  prior 

to the sale of the suit building to defendant no. 3. He also deposed that 

the electricity charges were regularly paid but the defendant no. 2 also 
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refused  to  accept  the  electricity  bills  dtd  6-4-09  and  7-5-09  and 

thereafter disconnected the line. 

15.  However, no any complaint was ever made to the electricity board 

and this fact is admitted by PW2 during cross examination. He filed 

Ext. F to prove that a letter was issued to defendant no. 1 on 30-6-09 

requesting him for restoration of electricity, but no proof has been led 

to  show  that  the  said  letter  was  in  fact  issued  and  received  by 

defendant no. 1. 

16. PW3 Manish Chandra Sarma is an employee of the plaintiff firm and 

he  supported  the  plaintiff’s  version  in  his  evidence  on  affidavit. 

However, he admitted during cross examination that the house was let 

out to Ramesh Choudhury first. 

17.  The plaintiff side though pleaded that the rent was paid by M/S Mech 

Technik to defendant no. 1 and for that matter some money receipts 

are exhibited, but these money receipts do not bear the signatures of 

defendant  no.  1.  The plaintiffs  have  not  examined the person who 

signed  the  money  receipts.  The  three  money  receipts  exhibited 

through PW3 are accompanied with Bank statements since October 

2008. Ext. G is the money receipt from the month of May 2008 to 

September 2008.

18.   The  defendant  no.  3  has  not  deposed  herself   but  her  husband 

deposed on her behalf, however, without any written authority from 

her. But from the statement made by him in his evidence on affidavit 

it is clear that he was personally involved in the sale transactions in 

his wife’s name. He stated that he knew at the time of purchase that 

there were two tenants including Ramesh Choudhury. He stated that 

the notice of attornment was issued to Ramesh Choudhury by his wife 

through her counsel but Ramesh Choudhury did not respond, rather he 

very  cleverly  filed  the  suit  under  the  name  and  style  M/S  Mech 

Technik.  According  to  him,  M/S  Mech  Technik  was  not  a  tenant 

either under defendant no. 1 or his wife, defendant no. 3. However, in 

his cross examination he admitted that the notice of attornment was 

issued without verifying whether Ramesh Choudhury was a tenant. He 

has no knowledge if defendant no. 1 was accepting  the rent paid by 

plaintiff by issuing money receipts. His knowledge as to the tenancy 

springs from whatever he had heard from the vendor. 
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19.  DW2 Prabir Kr. Bordoloi deposed in his evidence on affidavit  that 

he had let out the suit premises to Ramesh Choudhury on monthly rent 

basis. He denied that there was any tenancy created in favour of the 

plaintiff firm. But in his cross examination he stated that his brother 

Mihir Bordoloi had told him that M/S Mech Technik was paying rent 

and he was accepting it. 

20.   It is admitted on both the sides that the original tenancy was oral, the 

only dispute is as regard to who was the tenant, Ramesh Choudhury or 

M/S Mech Technik. It is also seen that the plaintiff firm was earlier 

running from the suit premises. Although the defendant side had taken 

the plea that Ext. A was interpolated, but no proof has been led. Mere 

admission by PW1 that there is difference in the lining space where 

the  seal  of  M/S  Mech  Technik   does  not  prove  the  allegation  of 

tampering the copy of the letter, because a similar kind of difference 

is seen at the place where the seal of the addressee is put.  Even if we 

presume that original tenancy started with Ramesh Choudhury but the 

conduct of the parties show that the plaintiff firm was running from 

the  suit  premises  and rent  was  paid  by it.  Till  transfer  of  the  suit 

property the deceased defendant no. 1 did not raise any objections  as 

to the payment of rent by the plaintiff firm. The notice of attornment 

shows that it was addressed to Ramesh Choudhury at the address of 

M/S Mechtechnik.  Pw1, PW3 have stated that notice was received 

and after that the suit was filed. But the record shows that the suit was 

filed prior to the issue of the notice of attornment, but before receiving 

the  summons  of  this  suit  by  the  deceased  defendant  no.  1.  The 

substituted  defendants  have not  adduced any evidence.  Although a 

presumption can be drawn in favour of the plaintiff that there existed 

landlord  tenant  relationship  between  the  plaintiff  and  deceased 

defendant no.1 till transfer of the property, but as of now there is no 

tenancy  between them.

21.  That apart, the suit property was already sold to defendant no. 3 prior 

to deposit of rent in the court. If the transfer was made in April 2009, 

then it is quite apparent that the deceased defendant no. 1 refused to 

accept it as he ceased to be the landlord. The plaintiff has failed to 

prove that  the deceased defendant  no.  1  refused to  accept  the rent 

without  valid  reason.  DWs  have  testified  that  other  tenants  have 
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vacated the premises on being requested except the plaintiff. So the 

mere fact of deposit of rent in the court in the name of defendant no. 1 

and thereafter in the name of defendant no. 3 does not imply existence 

of tenancy at present.

22.   It  is seen that the plaintiff has not approached the defendant no. 3 

for  executing  any  tenancy  agreement.  Rather  the  rent  is  being 

deposited in the court directly since the month of Oct’09 in the name 

of defendant no. 3.  PW1 testified that she does not acknowledge the 

defendant no. 3 as the landlady. PW2 testified that they have been 

depositing rent in the court as defendant no. 3 refused to accept the 

rent. But there is no proof of such refusal. Both PW1 and PW2 stated 

that they do not recognize the defendant no. 3 nor did they approach 

her  for  executing  any tenancy  with  them.  If  the  plaintiff  does  not 

consider the new owner as the landlord, then it is quite surprising as to 

why the rent is being deposited in the court in the name of the new 

owner.  As  no  tenancy  has  been  created  between  the  plaintiff  and 

defendant no. 3, then there is no question of refusal and consequent 

deposit of rent in the court. The mere fact of depositing rent in the 

court without the existence of tenancy and subsequent refusal of rent 

by the defendant no. 3 will not save the possession of the plaintiff. 

23.  Further, the plaintiff side could not prove who locked the entrance of 

the suit premises. The plaintiff firm is no longer running its business 

from the suit  premises  as  it  shifted  its  office  to another place few 

years back. Although the plaintiff pleaded that the electricity board 

refused to accept the bills on being influenced by the defendant no. 1 

the said allegation is not proved. 

24.  Furthermore, the plaintiff itself is not sure under whom it is a tenant 

as it appears from the pleading and prayers made in the plaint. The 

plaintiff has not shown any interest in entering into any tenancy with 

the defendant no. 3 as it is evident from the pleadings and testimony 

of witnesses.  In view of the above discussion I hold that the plaintiff 

is not a tenant under the defendant no. 3. 
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Decision on issue no. 4 and 6:

25.  As discussed above the plaintiff is not a tenant of either defendant no. 

1 or defendant no. 3 at present. Thus the status of the plaintiff is that 

of a mere trespasser. Hence the plaintiff firm is liable to be evicted.

     These two issues are decided accordingly.

Decision as to issue no. 5 :

26.  The defendant no. 1 has sold the suit premises to the defendant no. 3 

vide sale  deed no.4347 dated  20/04/09.  The witnesses  on both the 

sides have testified this fact. Above all it is a registered document and 

its validity is not questioned. The plaintiff witnesses have testified that 

defendant no. 3 is the owner of the suit premises now. The issue no. 5 

is decided in affirmative.

Decision as to issue no.7 :

27.  After  going through all  the  above,  I  hold that  the plaintiff  is  not 

entitled  to  any  reliefs.  The  defendant  no.  3/  counter-claimant  is 

entitled to recover vacant possession of the premises by evicting the 

plaintiff,  its  men  and  materials,  if  any.  The  defendant  no.  3  can 

withdrew the rent deposited in the court, but that does not amount to 

admission of tenancy. The rent deposited may be withdrawn  in lieu of 

compensation for unauthorized occupation of the suit premises by the 

plaintiff. 

                       

                                                      ORDER

28. The suit is dismissed on contest. 

29.  The counter-claim is  decreed on contest with cost. The defendant no. 

3  is  entitled  to  recover  vacant  possession  of  the  suit  premises  by 

evicting the plaintiff, its men and materials, if any.  The plaintiff is 

permanently  restrained  from  occupying  the  suit  premises  and 

disturbing in peaceful possession of the defendant no. 3. 

30.  Prepare decree accordingly. Given under my hand and seal  of the 

court on 13-9-13. 
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ANNEXURES

PLAINTIFF SIDE

PW1.. MINATI CHOUDHURY

PW2..RUBEN RAMESH CHOUDHURY

PW3..MANISH CHANDRA SARKAR

DOCUMENTS

EXHIBIT A ..  letter dated 11.01.75 forwarding the cheque.

EXIHIBIT B . money receipt for the month of May ,2009.

EXIHIBIT C .. challans.

EXIHIBIT D ..electricity bill dated 06.04.09

EXIHIBIT E .. electricity bill dated 07.05.09

EXIHIBIT F ..letter dated 30.06.09 along with the postal receipt.

EXIHIBIT G .. money receipt 

EXHIBIT H.. money receipt

EXIHIBIT I..   Money receipt

.EXIHIBIT J.. Account statement dated 31.10.08

 EXIHIBIT H.. Account statement dated 28.02.2009.

 EXIBIT L ..Account statement dated 15.05.2009.

DEFENDANT SIDE

DW1.. DON AYENGIA

DW2.. DR. P.K. BARDOLOI

DOCUMENTS 

   1. EXIHIBIT 1.. Deed of sale dated 20.04.09

   2.  EXIHIBIT  2..  Notice  of  attornment  dated  04.09.2009  alongwith 

acknowledgement card.
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